
War and peace in a globalized world

Chapter 6



War and peace

In 2016: 

167,000 fatalities in military conflicts worldwide 
40 active military conflicts 
12,100,00 refugies  
(source IISS) 



War and peace

What exactly a war is? 
Why do people fight? Which factors cause wars? 
What are the major costs of wars? 
Is the world more peaceful now than in previous decades? 
How globalization impacts the number and the severity of conflicts?



War and peace

1. Wars and conflicts: definitions 
2. The origins of conflits 
3. A more peaceful world? 
4. Conflicts in a globalized world 



War and conflicts: definitions

What a war is? 

4-  Oxford English Dictionary’s 
“Hostile contention by means of armed forces, carried on between nations, 
states, or rulers, or between parties in the same nation or state.”

3-  Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy 
“an actual, intentional and widespread armed conflict between political 
communities.”

2-  Cambridge dictionary  
“armed fighting between two or more countries or groups"

1- Collins  
“a period of fighting or conflict between countries or states"

Fight or conflict 
between countries only

fighting only 
between countries or "groups" (?)

Armed conflict.  
Has to be widespread. 
Includes civil conflicts

Usage of armed forces,  
but no need to use effectively  
the arms   
include civil conflicts



War and conflicts: definitions

Gulf War (1990 - 1991) 

1 - 2 - 3 - 4



War and conflicts: definitions

Falklands war (Argentina vs UK 1982)

1 - 2 - 3 - 4



War and conflicts: definitions

Northern Ireland conflict (1969 to 2003)

3 - 4



War and conflicts: definitions

USA-USSR cold war 

-1  
-2 no fighting (just conflict)  
-3  
-4



War and conflicts: definitions

South China Sea Conflict 

No fight, 
but a conflict with moderate 
 usage of military equipments 

-1?  
-2 no fighting (just conflict)  
-3? 
-4?



War and conflicts: definitions

Palestinian rocket fires  on Israel 

-1?… State?  
-2  (group is ok)  
-3 
-4



War and conflicts: definitions

Drone strikes

Attacks in Pakistan, Afghanistan, Yemen, 
Syria… Unknown number of casualties, 
but probably several thousands = 
widespread 

- 3  

- 4



War and conflicts: definitions

Mexican drug war 2006 – ..

4- 
Arms 
Widespread 
3? - "Political communities"?

Estimates set the death toll above 120,000 killed by 2013,



War and conflicts: definitions

Paris November 2016 attack 

4-  
Usage of arms 
ISIS self-called a "state" 

3-? is it "widespread"? 



War and conflicts: definitions

9/11

Planes (in this case) might be considered as an arm 
Al   is a "political community"… but is it a "ruler"? 

Is the attack "widespread?"



War and peace

1. Wars and conflicts: definitions 
2. The origins of conflits 
3. A more peaceful world? 
4. Conflicts in a globalized world 



The origin of conflicts

Is violence an intrinsic part of human nature? This is a cornerstone question of 
discussions on social and political order

Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679)

Humans are intrinsically violent and are 
likely to fight perpetually  
 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712 – 1778)

"uncorrupted morals" prevail in the "state of 
nature". Human nature is intrinsically good and 
peaceful.



The origin of conflicts

Is violence an intrinsic part of human nature? This is a cornerstone question of 
discussions on social and political order

Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712 – 1778)

"uncorrupted morals" prevail in the "state of 
nature". Human nature is intrinsically good 
and peaceful. Wars emerged with the 
agricultural revolution, population growth 
and private property.  

In this case, the state, but more generally, 
social interactions and civilization are the 
source of conflicts 
 



The origin of conflicts

This is a serious question

Following Hobbes, humans, in the hypothetical "state of nature" are self interested but 
rational.  
Because of  self interest, once living in society, they live in a perpetual insecurity and distrust.  
Because they are rational and want first and foremost avoid their  own death, they should 
choose to built a social contract that may temper their nature. To escape from the state of 
nature, they decide to live in together under the authority of a sovereign 

Following Rousseau, humans, in the hypothetical "state of nature", men lived peacefully, 
without feeling the pressure of competition and the need to fight. But with the agricultural 
revolution, population growth and private property emerged… and violence which is the 
consequence of social conflicts generated by private property and deprivation of the many by 
the rich and powerful. Autocratic and centralized government is not the solution. It's mainly 
the problem and people have to built a social contract that preserve liberties and social justice  



The origin of conflicts

How much liberty should we renounce to have security



The origin of conflicts

Are wars wanted by the governments and aimed to protect the advantages to 
the political and economic leaders, or are they wanted by the people?

Christmas truce on German-British front line  
(Dec. 1914)

Pro-war demonstration in Berlin (1914)



The origin of conflicts

Are wars wanted by the governments and aimed to protect the advantages to 
the political and economic leaders, or are they wanted by the people?

Georges Bush approval rating 



The origin of conflicts

Gomez et al. (Nature 2016) 

Study the lethal violence 
within mammal species



The origin of conflicts

Gomez et al. (Nature 2016)

By compiling sources of mortality from a comprehensive sample of mammals, we assessed the 
percentage of deaths due to conspecifics and, using phylogenetic comparative tools, predicted 
this value for humans. The proportion of human deaths phylogenetically 
predicted to be caused by interpersonal violence stood at 2%. 

This value was […] similar to the percentage seen in prehistoric bands and tribes, indicating that 
we were as lethally violent then as common mammalian evolutionary history would predict.



The origin of conflicts in practice

Most wars are about competition over ressources… at some level: 

- Between countries: 

- colonization 

- war between neighbors for the control of specific ressources (mines, 
land, maritime zones, water…) 



The origin of conflicts in practice

Most wars are about competition over ressources… at some level: 

- Between countries: 

- colonization 

- war between neighbors for the control of specific ressources (mines, 
land, maritime zones, water…) 

- Within countries, between ethnies or between political groups for the 
control of the country (or part of it) 

But also political rights and independence 

And, maybe, political or religious aim



The origin of conflicts in practice

Why some wars start while other political conflict do not degenerate into 
violent conflict?  

Cf. Van Evera: 5 main causes



The origin of conflicts in practice

Why some wars start while other political conflict do not degenerate into 
violent conflict?  

Cf. Van Evera: 5 main causes

- False optimism: 

Both parties overestimate their 
likelihood of victory 
= overestimate the expected gain and 
underestimate 
the expected loss 



The origin of conflicts in practice

Why some wars start while other political conflict do not degenerate into 
violent conflict?  

Cf. Van Evera: 5 main causes

- First-strike advantage: 

Some may consider that it might be 
better to start a war now than waiting 
in order to take a determinant 
advantage 

Pearl Harbor (1941)



The origin of conflicts in practice

Why some wars start while other political conflict do not degenerate into 
violent conflict?  

Cf. Van Evera: 5 main causes

- Fluctuations of relative powers 

In some cases, countries might see a 
short window during which they have a 
military advantage. Again, it's better to 
start the war now

Operation Barbarossa (German invasion of USSR - 1941)



The origin of conflicts in practice

Why some wars start while other political conflict do not degenerate into 
violent conflict?  

Cf. Van Evera: 5 main causes

- Cumulative 
ressources 

War is more likely when the 
control of ressources 
enables a state to acquire 
other ressources 

ISIS presence and oil fields



The origin of conflicts in practice

Why some wars start while other political conflict do not degenerate into 
violent conflict?  

Cf. Van Evera: 5 main causes

- High probability of victory 

1990: Invasion of the small Kuwait by the big Iraq



The origins of civil conficts

Poverty: 

Rebellion and appropriation requires time (soldiers do not work). 
In poor and unproductive countries the opportunity cost of conflict is 
therefore smaller. 

Low GDP per capita and low growth of GDP per capita are strongly 
correlated with the probability of conflicts (e.g. Collier & Hoeffler, 2003) 
But reverse causality 



The origins of civil conficts

Natural resource rents 

Increase the "pie" to be appropriated. 

Particularly "dangerous" resources are : 

-  Oil (e.g. Humphreys, 2005, JCR). 

- Diamonds (e.g. Lujala, Gleditsch and Gilmore, 2005) 

- Narcotics (e.g. Angrist and Kugler, 2008).



The origins of civil conficts

Political institutions 

Democratic representation could reduce tensions (inequality and deprivation) 
and offers opportunities for conflict resolution 

… but it is easier to mobilize groups in a democracy (principles 
of free speech and right of assembly).  

Examples violence related to elections : Côte d'Ivoire 2010, Kenya 
2007, Nigeria 2007. 

Most empirical studies find that the relationship between democracy scores 
and the risk of civil conflict is non-monotonic:   
In full democracy people feel represented and in full autocracies people have 

no chance against the regime (e.g. North Korea).



The origins of civil conficts

Political institutions 

- Proportional representation decreases the risk of civil conflict: Even if 
a group loses the election, it is still represented.  

- Federalism decreases the risk of rebellion: More regional autonomy makes it less 
crucial to control the central government. 

- Power-sharing in government and administration reduces conflict risk :Minorities 
included in the government coalition can peacefully represent their interests. 

- Welfare State (i.e., universal access to some social assistance and 
public education):  poverty reduction, lower level of inequality and higher education 
increases the opportunity cost of fighting. 

- Rule of Law (in particular, executive constraints, contract 
protection, freedom from expropriation and reliable bureaucracy: Protects minorities 
who can defend their interests by peaceful means.



The origins of civil conficts

Ethnic fragmentation 

Michalopoulos and Papaioannou 2015 show that conflict intensity is approximately 40% 
higher and conflict lasts on average 55% longer in the homelands of partitioned ethnicities. 



The origins of civil conficts

Previous wars 
68 percent of all civil conflicts outbreaks in the second half of the 20th century 
took place in countries experiencing multiple wars. There is a strong effect of 
war recurrence  

Young men  
A high proportion of young men has been found to increase the risk of civil 
war 

Mountainous terrain



Conflict prevention - Just war  theory

The promotion of "just war" principles contributes to the prevention of conflicts 

To be "just" (and therefore politically, morally and legally acceptable), a war 
must adhere to 6 requirements:

1. Just cause. Ex. Self-defense or defense of others 
2. Legitimate authority. States can go to war only if the proper authorities have 

been consulted (national parliament, United Nations, etc). 
3. Last resort. A state can go to war only if it has exhausted all other alternatives 
4. Right motivation. States must pursue war only for the sake of just cause and not 

ulterior motive (hard to translate into international laws) 
5. Chance of success. A state should not go to war if there is no probability of 

success (hard to translate into international law because it would give 
unbalanced rights to the small states). 

6.  Goal of peace.  A state must weigh the costs and benefits of war, pursuing 
warfare only if the vision of postwar peace is preferable  to the state of affairs that 
would continue if the war were not fought



Conflict prevention - Just war  theory
Translation into international law (examples) 

Charter of the United Nations 
Article 2.3: All nations shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means in such a 
manner that international peace and security, and justice, are not endangered. (=Last 
resort + goal of peace) 

Article 2.4: All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat  
or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in 
any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations. (= Just cause, 
right motivation) 

Article 51: Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or 
collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations, 
until the Security Council has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace 
and security. Measures taken by Members in the exercise of this right of self-defense shall 
be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in any way affect the 
authority and responsibility of the Security Council under the present Charter to take at 
any time such action as it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore international 
peace and security. . (= Just cause, Legitimate authority, right motivation, goal of peace)



Conflict prevention - why it fails

Another approach to identifying the causes of war is to ask why the 
prevention of conflict failed 

War is costly ⇒  bargaining over contentious issues should be able to avoid 

war ⇒  wars occur because bargaining failed 

Why it may fail? 

- Asymmetric information (on the ressources that are at stake or the power of 
belligerents) 
- Existence of psychological gains from war (= ideology, xenophobia, 
madness…) that outweigh the destruction and armament costs. 
- Political bias (people who decide on war are not the same who bear these 
costs) 
- Commitment problems (incentives to renege on peace deals)  



War and peace

1. Wars and conflicts: definitions 
2. The origins of conflits 
3. A more peaceful world? 
4. Conflicts in a globalized world 



A more peaceful world?

Is the world more peaceful today than before? 

yes… so far 



A more peaceful world?
Big (European) Nations were extremely violent. They are less today 



A more peaceful world?
Big (European) Nations were extremely violent. They are less today 



A more peaceful world?
Big (European) Nations were extremely violent. They are less today 
… But it's getting better



A more peaceful world?
On a global scale, since 1946, the number of conflicts increased (mostly 
civil)



A more peaceful world?

But they are less violent



A more peaceful world?

All civil wars are not 
in Africa



A more peaceful world?

Terrorism



A more peaceful world?

Terrorism



A more peaceful world?

Terrorism



A more peaceful world?

Terrorism



A more peaceful world?

Terrorism



A more peaceful world?

Terrorism



War and peace

1. Wars and conflicts: definitions 
2. The origins of conflits 
3. A more peaceful world? 
4. Conflicts in a globalized world 



Does globalization promotes peace or war?

The idea that trade openness promotes peace is an old one 

"Peace is a natural effect of trade" 
Charles de Montesquieu 

"It is the spirit of trade, which 
cannot coexist with war, which will, 
sooner or later, take hold of every 
people."  
Immanuel Kant 

The Nobel Peace Prize 2012 was awarded to 
European Union (EU) "for over six decades 

contributed to the advancement of peace and 
reconciliation, democracy and human rights in 

Europe".



Does globalization promotes peace or war?

Is it really true?  
Let's try to list the arguments

By allowing trade between countries, 
globalization offer alternative to predation 

It increases the opportunity cost of 
conflicts: by making countries richer, by 
increasing the direct cost of conflicts 
(trade disruption) 

Migrations, travels, mass medias, social 
networks etc. foster the  emergence of a 
global culture and links across borders  

More frequent diplomatic connections 
(including on topics not related to war and 
peace, but trade, environmental issues, 
etc…)

Increasing interdependences between 
more countries multiplies the number of 
possible conflicts 

By making countries richer, globalization 
allow them to invest in military equipment 
(e.g. Saudi Arabia) 

By multiplying the number of potential 
partners, globalization reduces the 
opportunity cost of conflits 

Global media reveals the heterogeneity of 
economic situations and political/religious 
opinions  and generate a clash of 
civilization (e.g. "Charlie Hebdo")



Does globalization promotes peace or war?

Is it really true?  
Let's focus on trade (Martin et al. 2008)

Does trade openness fuel peace?

Fact 1 

negative correlation 
between world trade 
and interstate war 
since the 1950s'



Does globalization promotes peace or war?

Is it really true?  
Let's focus on trade (Martin et al. 2008)

Does trade openness fuel peace?

Fact 2 

interstate wars are 
more and more local



Does globalization promotes peace or war?

Is it really true?  
Let's focus on trade (Martin et al. 2008)

Does trade openness fuel peace?

Fact 3 

T r a d e b e t w e e n 
belligerents decreases 
4 years before (and 5  
to15 after)



Does globalization promotes peace or war?

Is it really true?  
Let's focus on trade (Martin et al. 2008)

Does trade openness fuel peace?

Fact 4 

Total trade of belligerents is hardly affected



Does globalization promotes peace or war?

Is it really true?  
Let's focus on trade (Martin et al. 2008)

Does trade openness fuel peace?

Conclusion: By multiplying the number of potential partners, globalization 
reduces the opportunity cost of conflits, and is likely to generate more wars 
between neighboring countries. 



Does globalization promotes peace or war?

Berman et al . 2016

The steep increase in 
mineral prices between 
1997 and 2010 counts 
for 13 to 21% of the 
average violence 
observed in African 
countries over this time 
period


